
GUTTMAN'S IMAGE ANALYSIS

C.P. Parel)

It is well known that given a set of n observed quantitative var
iables (n ~ 3), the multiple regression of each variable on all the re
maining (n-l) variables can be directly considered. If rlen-I) is the
multiple correlation of xi with the remaining (n-l) variables, then
rJ (n -1) is that portion of the total variation ofxi explained or accoun
ted for by the (n-l ) other variables and ~2 (n-l) is called the "coeffi-

cient of determination". In other words, rf(n-1) gives how much xi

has in "common" with the other (n-l) variables. If r;(n_l) = 0

then it is said that xi has nothing in common with them; if rlr..n-l) = I,
then Xi is linearly dependent on them.

To further examine this interrelationship, consider the regression
equation

(1)

n-1
where Pi == ~ ~i xi' the predicted value of xi; and ei is the error of

i= 1

prediction. The ~;'s are the "weights" for predicting variable xi from
the remaining (n-I) other variables. The prediction and the error of
prediction are uncorrelated, and ei is also uncorrelated with each pre
dictor, xi' i = I, 2, ... , n-I. In other words,

'e/xi = O;j=l=i

In Eq. (l), the variable xi is split into two parts: (i) Pi' the "com
mon part", or what Guttman calls the image of the variable Xi which
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is predictable by multiple linear regression from the other (n-l) var
iables; and (li) ei , the "unique" part, called anti-image of Xi' or that
part of Xi which cannot be predicted by the other (n-l) variables.

Guttman's images and anti-images of a set of variables are defined
with respect to a universe of variables. However, in applications, it is
not possible to deal with the whole universe of variables correspond
ing to a particular domain of characteristics' under consideration.
Neither can we get observations of such variables from a whole uni
verse of subjects with those characteristics. Thus, it is not possible to
determine accurately by multiple correlation techniques the images
and anti-images of the variables in a finite set of variables to be ana
lyzed. The images and anti-images determined are just "estimates" of
the true images and anti-images of the true images and anti-images of
the variables. Guttman calls these partial images and partial anti-ima
ges. In this paper, though, images and anti-images will understood
to mean Guttman's partial images and partial anti-images, respect
ively.

Consider the (n x I) vector of standardized random variable 2
where zi' the jth element of the vector is z/ =(Xi - x)/s/ where xand
s/ are the mean and standard deviation of xI, respectively and where
Xl' X2, ..• x.; have a joint multivariate normal distribution. Thus,

E (2) =0 ; cov Z =In.

Let Zip be the predicted value of z/i from the other (n-l) variables
for the ith subject; i = I, 2 ... ,N, the number of subjects. If bU is
defined to be. zero; that is, the "weight" of zl in predicting itself in
the multiple regression is zero, then

Z.. = f b'k zk' .
JlP k=l J I'

or replacing bik by Wjk , as it is a weight,

(2)
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If R is the correlation matrix of the z/s, j =.1, 2 , ... .n, it can be
shown that the partial regression coefficients Pjk (n -2) are:

Pjk (n-2) = wil' =- 6.fk /6.0 ; (j =1= k) (3)

where 6.jk and 6.ii are the cofactors of 'jk and 'jj in R. It is assumed
here that ~j =1= O. In matrix notation,

Zp = W'Z, (4)

where W = [Wjk] is the weight matrix; Z is the (n x 1) vector ofstan
dardized random variables; and Zp is the (n xl) vector of predicted
values of the corresponding variables in Z based on the (n-l) other
variables in Z as predictors. In other words, Zp is Guttman's vector
of (partial) images of the variables in Z.

The error of prediction which Guttman calls the "unpredictable"
portion of Zj is ej = Zj - Zjp or using Zju for ej

Or, in matrix notation, Zu =Z - Zp

(5)

or, (6)

Eq. (6) is the fundamental equation in Guttman's image analysis.
Consider the weight matrix W. Since from above, a variable pre

dicted from (n-l) other variables in Z receives a weight zero in the
prediction equation involving a full set of n variables, Eq. (3) can be
written in matrix form as:
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-t.12 -t.13 . . -t.1n

0 . . . .
t.22 t.33 t.nn

-t.21 0
-t.23 . . . . -.!J.2n. .

.!J.11 6 33 .6nn

W= ~

0

(7)
.
-~l -~2 -~3 . . . . . . 0
6 11 6 22 6 33,

A more convenient form was provided by Kaiser (1963) as:
~

W =I - R-I 1'2 (8)

where I is the identity matrix; R-I is the inverse of the correlation
matrix Rand 1'2 = [diag R-l ]-1, This can easily be verified, Eq. (8)
can also be written as:

W=R-I (R - 1'2) • (9)

Earlier in the paper, it was pointed out that the error of predic
tion, or the anti-image of a variable Zj is uncorrelated with each of
the (n-l) predictors separately; that is,

This can easily be shown. Let the variance of the anti-images be

~ = E [zoo ]2 =E [zji - zJ'lp]2oJU ,J'U I
I n

=E [zoo - ~ w'k zk,]2
}I k= I} I

(10)
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Differentiating this with respect to wjk and setting this derivative
equal to zero,

n

a~ [Zji - ~ wj7, zki]2
I k=l

aWki

n

E [a(Zji - ~ wki zki)]2
i k=t

aWki

However, the covariance of the anti-image of a variable and the var
iance itself is not zero. This ca!1 be easily shown using matrices.

Consider E (ZuZ') = E [Z - Zp)Zl =E[ (Z - WZ)Zl =
(/- W')E(Z Z). But E (Z Z') =R, the correlation matrix. Thus,

E (ZuZ') =(I - W') R =R - WR =R - (1- T 2 R-t ) R =

T2 = [diag R-t ] . (1 I)

This means, therefore, that the covariances of the anti-images of var
iables with the variables themselves are correspondingly equal to the
inverses of the diagonal elements of the inverse of the correlation
matrix, R. .

What can be said about the covariances of the images of the var-,
iables and the variables themselves? To examine this, consider

E(Zp Z') = E [(W'Z)Z'] = W' E(ZZ') = W'R
=(l- T2R-t) R.

Hence, E (ZpZ ') =R - T2 . (12)

This means, therefore, that the covariances of the images of the
variables with the variables themselves are equal to tile diagonal
elements of R-t , and the covariances of the images with the remain-
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ing (n-l ) variables are equal to the correlation coefficients of the
variables with the remaining (n-l ) variables. That is,

E [zjipzji] =1 - 6./6.u. ; j =I, 2, ... ,n, where 6. =determinant
i

of R, and, E [Zjip zkf] ='jk , j =1= k.

The concern in image analysis is to obtain the covariance matri
ces of the different images and the different anti-images.

Let A = the covariance matrix of the images of the variables in Z
and let n = the covariance matrix on the anti-images of the variables
in Z. By definition,

whereas,

A = E(Zp Z~)

=E[W'ZZ'W] = W'E(ZZ')W

= W'R.W =(I - T2R-t)' R(l- T2R-t)

= R - 2T2 + T2g-t T2 ., (13)

or,

n = E (ZuZ ~) = E[ (Z - Zp)(Z - Zp')]

=E [(l- W') Z Z'( I - W) ]
= (I - W') R (I- W)

= [I - (I - T2 R-t )'] R [I - ( 1- T2 R-t )]

n = T2R-t T2 = [diag. R-t pR-t [diag. R-t p. (14).

It should be noted that the diagonal elements of n are the same as
the diagonal elements of T2 , since the diagonal elements of T2 R-t T2
are equal to the diagonal of T2. This means, therefore that the var
iances of the anti-images are equal to the diagonal elements of T2. In
other words,

E (zoo )2 =• IIU
I

(15)
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From Eqs. (13) and (14), A = R - 21'2 + nor, R = A - n + 21'2 (16)

Let us examine the elements of these matrices. Let A"jk == the ik th

element of A and 'Yjk == the ik th element of n. By definition, Ajk =

E(ZjiP zkip) and ''Yjk = E(Zjiu zkiu)' According to Eq. (5), zjiu = Zji - Zjip'
Multiplying this equation by zki and taking expectations:

E (zk' z .. ) = E (zki z,J -lj: (zki ZI'ip)'i I ttu I II I

But ~ (zki Zjiu) = 0 , i * k.
I

Therefore, E(ZkiZjiP) = E(ZkiZji) =rkj ,i*k.

Hence, rkj =rp, =s (Zki Zjip) =s (Zjip Zk;) (17)
I I

But r kj = 0kj/yokk 0jj = 0kj since 0kk = off = 1. Thus, the correlation
of coefficient of zi and zk, i*k, is equal to the covariance of zk and
the image of Zj, and vice versa. If Eq. (5) is multiplied by zkip' and
expectations are taken,

'f

Hence E (zk" ZoO ) =rile -A'k
'. /[JIIU 1

I

Again, multiplying Eq. (5) by zku and taking expectations:

E (zkiu Zjiu) =~ (ZkiuZji) - ~ (zkiu Zjip)
i I _ I

or,
'Y'k =-E (zk' z .. ) ,I i IUIIP

since E (zkiuZji) =0, k *i . Using Eq. (18), 'Yjk= - ('jk - Ap,)

or, 'jk =~k - 'Yjk .t * k,

(18)

(19)

(20)

The equation states that the correlation coefficient between any
observed variables zi and zk with unit variance is equal to the covar-
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,
iance of their respective images diminished by the covariance of their
respective anti-images. Thus, in Eq. (16), the off-diagonal elements
'jk of R, the correlation matrix, are equal to that given in Eq. (20).
It should be noted, therefore, that both the covariances of the images
and of the anti-images of any two variables Zj and zk affect the corre
lation between the variables. Also from Eq. (16),

(21 )

In Eq. (19), the covariance between the anti-image of Zk and the
image of Zj is the negative of the covariance between the anti-images
of zk and Zj' j =1= k. Let us see the form ofthis covariance matrix of
the images and anti-images of the variables in Z. Consider

Hence,

I

E (ZuZ;) =E [(1 -- W') Z Z 'W]

= ( I - W') E (Z Z ') W

=(I-W)RW
=RW-W'RW
=RW- A

= R (1- R-1 T2) - (R + U-2T2).

(22)

But the diagonal elements of n are the same as the diagonal ele
ments of T2. Hence, the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
of the anti-images and images of the variables in Z are all zero. This
means that the covariance of the anti-image and the image of the
same variable is zero. This is as expected. The off-diagonal elements
of the covariance matrix of the anti-images and the images are the
negatives of the off-diagonal elements of n, the covariance matrix
of the anti-images. Let us examine this further.

Let R = the correlation matrix of the anti-images of'the variables
u

in Z.
R = [diagn]-~ n [diag n]-~ = (T2)-~ n (T2)-~ =u .

1'"1 n T-1 = T:1 [ T2 R-1 T2 ] T-1, from Eq.(4). Therefore,
e; =T R-1 T. (23)
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This means that the jk th element rjk(u) of Ru is rjk(u) =t jj rjktkk,

.where tjj and tkk are th.e jth and kth diagonal elements of T and r jk is
the jkth element of R- t . Here, the t's are the standard deviations of

the anti-images, since T2 == [diag [2]. But tj =(6./6.jjYh;tk =(6./6.kk )1Iz

and r jk = 6.",/6., where as defined earlier, 6.jj , 6.kk and 6.jk are the
cofactors 0/ the elements r jj, rkk and rjk of the correlation matrix R
and 6. is the determinant of R. Therefore,

(24)

But the partial correlation coefficient of Zj and zk with the other
(n-2) variables in Z held fixed is:

6.'k
rjk(n-4) = i 1 ; j =1= k

. (6.jj 6.kk )1Iz

Hence, rjk(u) = -rjk(n.2) (25)

This means, therefore, that the correlation coefficient of the anti
images of Zj and zk is the negative of the partial correlation coeffi
cient of Zj and zk with the other (n-2) variables held constant.

'f But rjk(u) = 'Yjk/Vajj akk

or, 'Yjk = - rjk(u) Vajj akk

or, 'Yjk = - rjk(n.2) Vajj akk ;

where ajj and akk are the variances of Zju and zku respectively.
Therefore, from Eq. (20),

(26)
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In words, the correlation coefficient 'pc of the variables Zj and zk

can be thought of as consisting of two parts: the covariance between
the images of "common parts" (as it is called in common factor ana
lysis) and a "special pairwise linkage" that may remain between the
two variables after the remaining (n-2) variables are "partialled out".

How does image analysis relate to common factor analysis? Gutt-
man's image theory, like that of common factor analysis, is based on •
the assumption that each variable in the set of variables in the do-
main of the characteristics of interest, can be split into two parts: the
"image" of the variable (or, the "common part") and the "anti-image"
of the variable (or, the "unique part"). However, common-factor
analysis also imposes another restriction: the unique parts of two
different variables are uncorrelated. It is the imposition of these two
restrictions in factor analysis that give rise to the "indeterminacy" of
the common factors.

According to Guttman, image analysis is the "more basic and in-
clusive approach" in the study of factor structures, and it includes, as All
a special case, common factor theory. Factor theory is concerned only
with that special case wherein the partial correlations tend to zero,
but in general, a partial correlation can increase or decrease as the num-
ber of variables partialled out increases. But, in general, a multiple
correlation increases, and can never decrease, as the number of pre-
dictor variables increases. Image theory makes use of this non
decreasing property of the multiple correlation. In view'of the fact
the multiple correlations tend to approach an asymptotic value quite
fast as the number of predictor variables increases. Guttman re
commends image analysis as an approximation to factor analysis.
According to him, if the number of variables is greater than 15,
partial images and anti-images will not differ significantly from
their respective images and anti-images. However. the number of
observations must also be large for this statement to hold.
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